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Hazrat Lal Shahbaz Qalandar (1177- 1274 A.D) 

• Sufi saint, philosopher, poet, and qalandar 
• Qalandar (Persian: ردنلق) is a title given to Sufi mystics, especially in South Asia 
• Lal: Red (according to legend he always wore a red robe, also the word Lal is a term for 

endearment).  
• Shahbaz: An eagle like bird.  
• Hazrat: title of respect, especially for those who are known as extremely spiritual. 
• He spread the message of religious tolerance, especially amongst Hindus and Muslims.  
• Every year his annual death anniversary is celebrated with a three day music and dance 

festival at his shrine in Sewan, Sind. 

 

 
 
Link to Dama Dam Mast Qalandar on Youtube: Original Runa Laila: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CIyrlTwEuYY 
( the link will be a little hard to type so if you just type “dama dam mast kalandar original” in 
Youtube’s search box and click on the first black and white video that shows on the list you’ll 
have access to the song.  
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 Dama Dam Mast Qalandar                                                    The Intoxicated Qalandar 

Ho lal meri pat      O lal, may I always have your benign 
Rakhyo bala jhoolay lalan o lal meri                                      protection Jhulelal (pet name) 
Ho lal meri pat                                                                        O lal, may I always have your benign 
Rakhyo bala jhoolay lalan sindhri da                                      protection Jhulelal from sind 
sevan da Sakhi Shahbaz Qalandar                                          Oh Shahbaz Qalandar from sevan,  
 
Dama dam mast qalandar                                                        you are the intoxicated* qalandar 
Ali dam dam de andar                                                             because of you Ali* is in every             
Ali dam dam de andar                                                             breath of mine 
Dama dam mast qalandar                                                        you are the intoxicated qalandar 
Sakhi Shahbaz Qalandar 
 
Ho lal meri...hooo lal meri                                                      oh lal protect me, oh lal!    
 
Char charagh teray balan hamesha                                         Your shrine is always lit with  
Char charagh teray balan hamesha                                         with four candles 
Panjvan bala an ayo bala jhoolay lalan                                   Here I come to light a fifth one in 
                                                                                                 jhulelal’s honor 
Panjavan bala an                                                                     to light a fifth one   
Panjvan bala an ayo bala jhoolay lalan                                   Here I come to light a fifth one in 
                                                                                                jhulelal’s honor 
Sindhri da sevan da sakhi Shahbaz Qalandar                         from Sind, from Sewan the                   
                                                                                                honorable Shahbaz Qalandar   
 
Dama dam mast qalandar                                                       you are the intoxicated qalandar 
Ali dum dum de andar                                                             because of you Ali is in every             
Dama dam mast qalandar                                                       breath of mine 
Sakhi Shahbaz Qalandar                                                         you are the intoxicated qalandar 
 
Ho lal meri...hooo lal meri                                                    oh lal protect me, oh lal! 

*The word “intoxication” does not refer to intoxication through the use of alcohol or drugs and refers to 
spiritual intoxication, being high on life, love and God.   

*”Ali” was the cousin of Muhammad (the Prophet of Muslims) and is loved and remembered as the first 
Sufi saint of the highest order.  This sentence either means that the person feels Ali in every breadth 
because of his love for Shahbaz,  or it could also mean that Shahbaz is so spiritual the HE feels Ali in 
every breadth of his.  


